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ABSTRACT

1.

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a well established technique for detecting patterns in a stream of observations. It
performs well when the observation sequence does not contain unseen patterns that were not part of the training set.
In an unconstrained environment, the observation sequence
might contain new patterns that the HMM model is not familiar with. In such cases, HMM will match the test pattern
to some trained pattern, which is most similar to the test
pattern. This increases the false positives in the system. In
this paper, we are describing a threshold based technique to
detect such irrelevant patterns in a continuous stream of observations, and classify them as unwanted or bad patterns.
The novelty of our approach is that it allows early detection of unwanted patterns. Test patterns are validated on a
fixed length substring of observation sequence, rather than
on the whole observation sequence corresponding to the test
pattern. The substrings are validated based on its similarity
with a valid pattern using a threshold value. This reduces
the latency of detection of unwanted movement, and makes
the detection process independent of duration of the various
pattern classes. We evaluated this technique in the context
of body sensor networks based human action recognition,
and have achieved about 93 percent accuracy in detecting
unwanted actions, while maintaining a 94 percent accuracy
of recognizing valid actions.

Body Sensor Networks (BSNs) are becoming increasingly
popular due to their applications in health care [14, 19, 24].
BSNs consist of one or more wearable sensor nodes connected wirelessly to a personal device (PDA, Smart Phone
or PC) via a base station or actuator node. A variety of
sensors is available which can measure different characteristics of the human body. For example physiological sensors
measure the heart rate, blood pressure, respiration rate or
brain activity, while inertial sensors measure the acceleration
and rotation of human body parts. Wearable sensors systems have a significant potential in providing quality health
care at a reasonable cost. It helps in continuous monitoring of patients in hospitals in a non-invasive way. Together
with mHealth or tele-medicine, they facilitates rehabilitation
and assisted living by extended monitoring of the patients
in home or outdoor environments [18]. Apart from healthcare, BSN have applications in sports training [9, 7], assisted
surgery [1] and brain-machine interfaces [20].
Real-time monitoring systems need to analyze continuous
stream of sensor data and extract meaningful information
out of it. This often involves finding the spatial and temporal patterns from the sensor data that can characterize
the interested phenomena. The first phase involves training the system to learn these patterns from a finite set of
sensor data. For example in a patient monitoring system
with inertial sensors attached to the patient’s body, the system needs to learn the patterns of accelerometer and/or gyroscope readings corresponding to various movements performed by the patient [11]. The second phase (classification)
involves locating these patterns of interest in a new stream of
observations. Classification often involves finding the stored
template pattern that matches most closely with the test
pattern using some similarity score.
In an unconstrained environment, it is quite natural that
the input signal can consist of unseen observations that were
not accounted for in the training phase. In case of an action
recognition system, this can happen due to some unexpected
movements performed by the subject. It is incongruous to
put a constraint that the subject will always performs movements that were already seen in the training phase. Statistical based classification systems classify an unseen pattern
with one of the stored pattern templates, even if the similarity is minimal. This can increase the false positives in the
recognition system. High false positive rates can make the
recognition system unreliable and can add to the cost. For
example cost due to servicing of false alarms. Hence, it is
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INTRODUCTION

extremely important for the recognition systems to detect
and reject these unwanted observations.
Rejection of unwanted patterns is usually addressed by
placing an additional threshold constraint to the similarity
score. So it is not only sufficient for a test pattern to be similar to a template pattern, but the similarity score should be
above the threshold value. All current approaches calculate
this similarity score on the complete observation sequence
corresponding to a test pattern. This can induce a delay in
the recognition process which is not acceptable for real-time
recognition systems. For example a lie-to-sit movement in
an elderly subject can take about 10-15 seconds. So the
observation sequence corresponding to this movement can
only be validated after 10-15 seconds from the start of the
movement, resulting in a recognition delay of 10-15 seconds.
Similarly a sit-to-stand movement takes about 5-8 seconds.
So the process of getting out of bed for an elderly subject
takes about 15-22 seconds. One of the important causes for
falls among patients at hospitals is the fact that patients
often try to get out of their beds on their own. So for patients with fall risk, delay in action validation means delay
in providing assistance. Also different patterns have different observation sequence lengths. For example sit-to-stand
movement can take about 5-8 seconds, while sit-to-lie movement takes about 10-15 seconds. So the detection latency is
also dependent on the duration of the patterns. Therefore,
early validation of actions, before seeing the full observations can reduce the latency of the recognition system and
have potential application in fall prevention systems. Clinicians can track the activities of in-patients at hospitals in
real-time and be alerted of any abnormal activities of the
patients that can lead to potential accidents such as falls.
In this paper, we describe a method to achieve early detection of unwanted movements, in a real-time Hidden Markov
Model [28] based human action recognition system using
wearable inertial sensors. Our approach is novel in the following aspects: (1) Validation of actions based on fixedlength substring of the observation sequence corresponding
to the test actions (2) Fixed detection latency, independent
of the pattern duration (3) Use of similarity score in validating human actions in a continuous stream of data. The substrings are validated based on its similarity with the valid
(known) patterns using a threshold value. The similarity
score for each valid pattern is calculated over a moving window on the pattern, so that a score can be determined for
the fixed length substring of the valid pattern. The similarity score is based on the forward procedure [28] of the HMM
and is determined during the training phase of the HMM.
Viterbi decoding is used to segment and classify a test pattern in the continuous observation sequence. The forward
procedure is then used to validate the test pattern. We evaluated this technique in our recognition system, and have
achieved about 93 percent accuracy in detecting unwanted
human action, while maintaining a 94 percent accuracy of
recognizing valid actions.

2.

RELATED WORK

Human activity or action recognition is one of the important applications of BSNs. Body worn inertial sensors
can be used to infer the actions performed by the subjects.
Considerable amount of work has been done in the past towards using statistical pattern analysis to perform activity

detection on body sensor data. Literature cites the use of
Decision tree [25, 3], Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [3,
12], k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) [27, 6] and hidden Markov
Model (HMM) based system to achieve action recognition
with body sensor data [11, 15, 10, 41]. Power optimized
techniques for analyzing body sensor data has been studied
by Authors in [6, 8, 37].
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [28] is the most widely
used mechanism for activity recognition based on body sensor data. HMM is a well established technique for pattern
recognition and has also been successfully applied in other
domains such as speech recognition [33, 40], signature verification [38, 42] and gesture recognition [2, 21]. Baum-Welch
algorithm is usually used to train the HMM based systems
for learning relevant patterns. Viterbi algorithm is then used
for pattern spotting in a test stream of data [28]. Standard
Viterbi algorithm needs to see the full observation sequence
before emitting the most probable state sequence. This is
not suitable for real-time decoding as the observation sequence is generated in a continuous manner, and a new
observation is generated for each instance of sample time.
The system may run for hours or even days generating huge
amount of observation data. It is neither practical to store
this large amount of data, nor it is feasible to wait that long
to start the recognition process. Literature describes the
use of a window based Viterbi procedure [2, 26] to overcome
this problem. The Viterbi decoding is performed based on
a fixed number of past observations, rather than the full observations. For this we need to maintain a history buffer, to
keep track of the past observations, and the state sequences
corresponding to these observations.
Rejection of unrelated patterns is essential for the success of any practical recognition system. This problem has
been well studied in the domain of speech and handwriting recognition. Several techniques have been proposed to
address this issue. Authors in [41] have given a good summary of various techniques used in prior literature to detect
the occurrence of unwanted patterns. They categorized the
rejection techniques into three categories based on how the
unwanted patterns are modeled.
The first approach is to build a set of models to represent unwanted patterns, called as filler or garbage models. The garbage models are trained using a finite number of unwanted patterns. This approach is widely used in
speech recognition systems and is used to model acoustic
non-keyword segments using Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
[33, 40]. Authors in [17] used this approach to detect nonkeyword segments in Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) based
speech recognition system. They created “filler templates”
to represent non-keyword speech segments. This approach
is not particularly suitable for gesture or action recognition.
There can be an arbitrarily large number of unwanted gesture or action patterns, and it is difficult to represent them
with just a few filler models. Filler model based detection
of unwanted human actions have been achieved with limited success in [2]. They used a set of commonly occurring
non-gesture patterns to build the garbage model.
The second approach is to extrapolate the model of unwanted patterns based on the models of valid patterns [31],
and is widely used in speaker verification systems [31, 16].
The likelihood of the unwanted pattern was calculated as a
function of the likelihoods of valid patterns. A pattern is
accepted as a valid pattern or not, based on the outcome

of the likelihood ratio test [31] using a pre-defined threshold value. This method assumes that the likelihood of valid
patterns is higher than that of the estimated unwanted pattern, and uses this idea to reject unwanted patterns. There
are various flavors to this approach based on the function
used to estimate the likelihood of valid patterns. Average
[34] and maximum [16] functions are commonly used for this
purpose. This approach has also been used to reject nongesture patterns and non-meaningful activities, based on the
multi-variate distribution of the likelihood of valid patterns
[41]. This approach also has the added benefit of not having to explicitly model the unwanted patterns. However, it
is possible that an unwanted pattern can have a likelihood
similar to that of a valid pattern, though the probability of
such occurrence is much less.
The third approach is to train a set of models to represent unwanted patterns using the meaningful patterns itself.
They are called background models and are extensively used
in speaker [36, 31] and signature verification systems [22,
35]. In [31], background models were trained using Gaussian mixture models from the speech samples collected from
various speakers. Authors in [22] built a Gaussian mixture
model based background model for signature verification.
Background model based on Hidden Markov Model was used
in [36] for speaker verification and [35] for signature verification. Likelihood ratio test was usually used for pattern
validation with this approach. Authors in [21] describe a
method called Threshold Hidden Markov Model (THMM) to
reject unwanted gestures, where the background model was
also based on HMM. The threshold HMM model was built
by combining the individual HMM models of each meaningful gesture. The THMM approach determines the threshold
for validation of a pattern dynamically in contrast to other
approaches.
The fourth approach calculates an individual rejection
threshold for each valid pattern by using only the likelihoods
of training samples of the respective patterns. The threshold for a valid pattern defines the minimum likelihood that
the training samples of the valid pattern must exhibit in its
own trained model. Any test pattern matched to a meaningful pattern must have its likelihood greater than that of the
threshold. Otherwise the pattern is rejected. This method
has been successfully applied in Hidden Markov Model [38,
42, 43] and Gaussian Mixture Model [38, 32, 23] based signature verification systems with good results. This approach
has also been used in Dynamic Time Warping based [23]
signature verification and speech recognition [29] systems.
There are other approaches that can complement the above
mentioned approaches, in the rejection of unwanted patterns. One such approach is known as “duration test” [39,
38], which put a minimum cap on the duration or the length
of the test patterns. Patterns with short length tend to
have large likelihoods, even though they may not be of interest (unwanted) [38]. Hence, any pattern with duration
less than the minimum threshold is rejected. Another approach known as “energy level test” [39] validated the speech
utterance based on the normalized energy level of the speech
signal.
All of the above approaches perform the pattern validation after completely observing the relevant patterns. In
our approach, we try to detect unwanted patterns based on
partial observation of the patterns.

3.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

3.1

Data Collection

In this section, we describe the body sensor network used
to collect the human inertial data, and the human actions
we are interested in.

3.1.1

Actions

Sensor data was collected for the actions shown in Table
1. We were interested in detecting actions from 1 to 13.
These actions were chosen as we are developing a system
to monitor in-patients in real-time at hospitals. Our action
set consist of two categories: postures and movements. A
posture represents a still posture of human body. Actions
9-13 represent postures. On the other hand, movements are
dynamic postures which involve actual movement of human
body parts. Actions 1-8 represent movements. A movement is assumed to start and end with some static postures.
The HMM used for action recognition will be trained using
sensor data corresponding to these actions. Actions 21-27
represent a set of unwanted or unknown movements. These
movements were not used for training the system. Unwanted
actions can be a static posture, movement or a combination
of both. These movements must be detected as unwanted
actions by the system.

3.1.2

Sensor hardware

Figure 2 shows one of the sensor nodes (motes) used to
collect data for our experiments. The sensor node consists of
commercially available moteiv TelosB as the microcontroller
with a custom-designed sensor board and is powered by a
rechargeable 3.7V, 2.3Wh Li-ion battery. The processor is
a 16 bit, 8 MHz TI MSP430. The sensor board includes a
tri-axial accelerometer and a bi-axial gyroscope.

3.1.3

Mote Placement

We used two sensor nodes in our recognition system. The
motes were placed on the body as shown in Figure 1. One
mote was placed on waist and the other on right thigh.
These placement of motes were sufficient to differentiate between the movements we were interested in.

3.2

Signal Processing

In this section we discuss the various steps involved in the
action recognition process. It involves a number of signal
processing tasks that execute on the sensor nodes and the
basestation as shown in Figure 3. The data is processed
on a moving window centered on the current sample. The
window moves forward one sample at a time.

3.2.1

Sensor Data

Each mote measures five sensor values at each sample
time. The accelerometer senses three axes of acceleration.
The gyroscope senses angular velocity in two axes along the
plane of the sensor board. Data is collected from each mote
at a sampling rate of 20 Hz. However, we only used the
accelerometer sensor data to build our recognition system.

3.2.2

Feature Extraction

For each sample time, a feature vector is generated from
the raw sensor data. A feature can better represent the measurable properties of the sensor data. The following features
are extracted from a five sample window for each sensor:

Table 1: Movement Set.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
23a
23b
24
25
26
27

Action
Lie-to-LieLeft (L2LLt)
LieLeft-to-Lie (LLt2L)
Lie-to-LieRight (L2LRt)
LieRight-to-Lie (LRt2L)
Lie-to-Sit (L2St)
Sit-to-Lie (St2L)
Sit-to-Stand (St2Snd)
Stand-to-Sit (Snd2St)
Lie (Lie)
LieLeft (LieLt)
LieRight (LieRt)
Sit (Sit)
Stand (Snd)
Turn clockwise 90 (Trn90)
Turn anti-clockwise 90 (TrnA90)
Move Forward 1 step(MvFwd)
Move Backward 1 step(MvBwd)
Move Sideways (Mvsdwy)
Bend Forward (BndFwd)
Sit On Floor (SitFlr)
Lift right leg (LftRtLg)

Start
Posture
Lie
Lieleft
Lie
LieRight
Lie
Sit
Sit
Stand

End
Posture
LieLeft
Lie
LieRight
Lie
Sit
Lie
Stand
Sit

Figure 3: Signal Processing

mean, standard deviation, second derivative. The window
moves one sample at a time.

3.2.3

Labels are characters from a small alphabet which can
concisely represent the entire feature set. Statistical pattern recognition algorithms like the Hidden Markov Model
(HMM), work with scalar (dimension of one) observations.
So it is necessary to generate scalar observations or labels
out of multi-dimensional feature vectors such that the labels
characterize the entire feature space.
Transmitting labels instead of the raw data can significantly improve the battery performance of the sensor nodes.
Raw data generated from various sensors at each sample
time carry a lot of information. In our case each sensor reading is 2 bytes. So the raw sensor data at each sample time
is 3*2 = 6 bytes. At a sampling frequency for 20 Hz, this
translates to 120 bytes of data generated from each sensor
node every second. In a sensor node, the wireless communication cost dominates over the local computational cost
with respect to the battery consumption [13, 30]. So instead of transmitting the entire feature vector, each mote
sends the label corresponding to that feature vector to the
basestation. We used Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) to
generate labels based on clusters generated from the feature
space [5]. We used an alphabet with twenty characters to
generate labels for each motes. Each label takes half a byte.
So the data transmission rate effectively reduces to 0.5*20
= 10 bytes/second.

3.2.4
Figure 1: Mote Placements

Figure 2: TelsoB Mote

Label Generation

Hidden Markov Model

The label sequence corresponding to each action is analyzed to extract relevant patterns. HMM was used to learn
the label patterns for different movements, as described in
[11]. Each action was modeled by a separate left-to-right
HMM with one or five states. Static postures were modeled
by a single state HMM, while the dynamic postures were
modeled with five HMM states. The continuous action recognizer was formed by joining all these individual HMMs to
form a recognition network as shown in Figure 4. The static
actions form the source and sink nodes in the network, with
the dynamic actions as internal nodes. Baum-Welch [28] algorithm was used to train each individual HMMs and form
the HMM network.

3.2.5

Classification

We used the Viterbi algorithm to segment and classify the
label sequence into the corresponding human actions.

HMM Structure

Stand to Sit

Stand

Sit
Sit to Stand

Stand
Sit
Sit to Lie
Lie

sequence that characterizes a particular action. We then estimate the likelihoods of training observation sequence on
that HMM model and use it to derive the threshold value
for each HMM. The forward procedure of HMM [28] allows
us to calculate this likelihood.
Given an observation O = {O1 O2 ...OT }, its likelihood
with respect to an HMM λ is denotes by P (O|λ). To calculate P (O|λ), we need to define the forward variable αt (i)
as
αt (i) = P [O1 O1 ...Ot , qi = Si |λ]

1 ≤ t ≤ T,

1≤j≤N

This gives the probability of the partial observation sequence
O1 , O2 , ....Ot and state Si at time t, given the HMM λ with
N hidden states. This can be efficiently computed as follows:
1. Initialization

Lie

Lie to Sit

1≤i≤N

α1 (i) = π(i)bi (O1 )
Figure 4: HMM recognition network

2. Recursion
"N
#
X
αt (j) =
αt−1 (i)aij bj (Ot )

(1)

2 ≤ t ≤ T, 1 ≤ i ≤ N

i=1

(2)
3. Termination
P [O|λ] =

N
X

αT (i)

(3)

i=1

Figure 5: Viterbi output of unknown action 27

4.
4.1

REJECTION MECHANISM
Problem Description

The above described system performs well in identifying
actions in a noise free environment. By noise free environment, we mean that the human subject is expected to perform only the movements that are part of the training set,
i.e., Actions 1-13. If a subject performs movements that are
not part of the training set, the system identifies it as a combination of one or more movements in the training set. This
increases false positives in the system. Figure 5 depicts the
classification of movement 27. The horizontal lines and blue
labels (in italic) represent the Viterbi output; whereas the
vertical line and the red labels depict the true actions performed by the subject. The system exhibits such a behavior
due to the forced classification nature of Viterbi decoding.
Viterbi decoding performs classification based on the Maximum Likelihood (ML) criterion. Therefore the test pattern
is always classified as one of the known patterns, even if the
test pattern does not belong to any of the known pattern
classes [41].

4.2

Threshold estimation

We extend the approach in [38] to reject unwanted actions. We first use the training samples to train the HMM
model for each action using the Baum-Welch procedure as
described in [11]. A training sample (trial) is an observation

Observation sequences for the same action can have different lengths. Observation sequences with shorter length
tend to have large likelihoods [39, 38]. In order to make
them comparable to each other, we need to normalize the
observation probabilities calculated in (3). Literature suggests the use of duration normalized likelihood to overcome
the noise introduced due to variation in sequence length [4,
33]. Duration normalized likelihood Pn (O|λ) was computed
as
Pn [O|λ] = log (P [O|λ]) /T

(4)

Figure 6 depicts the normalized log probability distribution for actions 1, 2, 9 and 10. Each graph in the figure represents the distribution with respect to the HMM model of a
particular action. The Y-axis represents the normalized observation probabilities, whereas the X-axis depicts the training sample number. The red line with asterisk markers show
the probabilities of training samples for a particular action
over its own HMM model. Each asterisk represents a trial or
training sample. The blue lines with dot markers show the
corresponding probabilities over training samples of other
actions. The number at the end of each line depicts the
action that this line represents. Clearly, the likelihoods of
each action observation sequences on its own HMM model is
comparatively high with respect to the training samples of
other actions. This helps us in determining threshold likelihood for each valid action using the similarity score assigned
to them. Any action classified using the Viterbi decoding is
validated using the threshold. If the likelihood of the recognized action is less than the threshold, we detect the action
as unwanted. The similarity score represents the minimum
likelihood over all the training samples for an action. We
define the similarity score S(h) for an action h as:
n
o
S(h) = min Pn (Ok |λh )
∀ Ok ∈ T Sh
(5)
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Figure 6: Probabilities over whole training samples
where T Sh is the training set for action h.
But this similarity score is calculated over the entire observation sequence corresponding to an action. This is not
appropriate for a real-time recognition system as it can incur
latency in detection of unwanted movements.
Hence, we estimated the observation probabilities over a
moving window to see if the probabilities of fixed length
substrings within the observation sequence of an action are
discriminative enough to validate an action. We calculated
the normalized probabilities for each training sample over a
window of one second, with the window moving one sample
at a time. Figure 7 depicts the minimum probability distributions. Each dot or asterisk represents the minimum of all
the probabilities of the substrings generated over the moving
window for a training sample. Clearly, there are substrings
for trials of each actions whose likelihoods with respect to
its own HMM model is comparatively high with respect to
the substrings for trials of other actions.
Figure 8 depicts the minimum probability distributions
over a moving window of one second for an action with respect to the maximum probability distributions for other
actions. As before, red line with asterisk markers represent
the minimum probability of the training samples of an action over its own HMM. However, each blue line represent
the maximum of all the probabilities of the substrings generated by the moving window for training samples of other
actions. Figure 8 shows that there are instances where the
maximum probabilities of fixed length substrings of other
actions with respect to the HMM of a particular action,
can be close or exceed the minimum probabilities of the actions corresponding to that HMM. This can happen since
sub-patterns among different actions can be similar in some
instances of the moving window.
1. The likelihoods of the substrings of all other actions
with respect to HMM of a particular action is well
below the likelihood value for most instances in the
moving window. Thus, it does not hinder us from detecting the occurrence of an unwanted action.
2. Each human action occurs for a minimum amount of
time. In our case, it is about one second. Viterbi de-
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maximum
coding of unwanted actions often results in fast transition between HMMs as shown in figure 5. This result in
action sequences with very short durations. Patterns
with shorter length tend to have large likelihoods, even
though they may not be of interest [38]. Any Viterbi
decoding with smaller action duration (less than one
second) is potentially due to an unwanted action, and
can be rejected.
3. The static postures (for example, actions 9, 10) have
very discriminating likelihoods over the substrings. This
is evident from Figures 7 and 8. The probabilities of
all the substrings of the static postures are well above
the probabilities of other actions (static or dynamic).
This is the case because static postures have a simple
pattern (more or less a straight line) and its structure
is not affected by the sequence length. Every dynamic
action needs to make a transition to a static posture

in a finite amount of time. Hence, once an unwanted
dynamic action is detected, we ignore any higher likelihood observations until a valid static posture is detected.
Finally, the threshold likelihood of each action is set as
a constant factor C (greater than one) times the similarity
score (5) of the corresponding action. This factor was determined empirically such that the recognition accuracies of
valid actions and the rejection accuracies of unwanted actions are within reasonable limits.
T hreshold[h] = C ∗ S(h)

4.3

(6)

Figure 9: Viterbi output of unknown action 26 with
rejection

Algorithm

In this section, we describe how we adapted the idea mentioned in the previous section to perform rejection of unwanted movements on a continuous stream of data. First,
we run the Viterbi algorithm on the incoming observations
for each sample. We use a history of past three seconds
of data, to detect the action performed. We validate the
currently detected action in the following manner:
1. If the length of the action is less than one second and
the current action detected is different the previous
one, we assume that the subject has performed an unwanted action and classify the action as unwanted.
2. If the length of action is greater than one second, we
calculate the normalized probability over one second of
data, or the length of the action, whichever is smaller.
If the probability is greater than the threshold, we infer
that the action is valid, and output the currently detected
action. Since the probability is calculated over one second
of data, we keep the current decision for the next one second
of Viterbi decoding. After one second has elapsed, we again
check for the validity of the currently detected action.
If the probability is less than the threshold, we detect the
action as unwanted. We then reject all actions, until we see
the next valid static posture. The threshold value is set as
a constant factor times the similarity score.

4.4

Computational complexity

The rejection mechanism performs additional computations to determine the likelihood of the label sequence based
on the forward procedure of the HMM. The run-time order
of the rejection mechanism is given by
O(N · T )

(7)

where N is the number of states in the action HMM and
T is the length of the moving window used for the likelihood calculation. Note that the computational complexity
is lesser than that of the standard forward procedure since
we used left-right HMM to represent actions. Since the label
sequence used to calculate the likelihood is taken from the
Viterbi decoding stage, no additional latency is induced by
the rejection mechanism.

5.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We trained our system with actions performed by four
healthy male subjects. These subjects were asked to perform
actions 1 to 13 of Table 1 in ten consecutive trials. Video
of the trials has been recorded and was used to manually

Figure 10: Viterbi output of unknown action 27 with
rejection
annotate the start and the end of each action in the continuous stream of data, to generate the training samples for
each action. Sixty percent of movement data were used for
training and the rest were used for testing the performance
of our recognition system in a noise-free environment. The
experiments were conducted in a controlled environment at
our lab.
For validation of action rejection mechanism, we collected
ten trials of unwanted actions 21-27 of Table 1 from the
above four subjects. Again, the test data containing the
unwanted movements were manually annotated to mark the
start and end of known and unwanted movements, using the
video data. This data along with the training data were
used to measure the performance of the recognition system
with the rejection mechanism. Figure 9 and 10 show the
Viterbi output with rejection for action sequence containing
unwanted movements 26 and 27 respectively. The label Bad
depicts the unwanted actions.
We used the Precision (P) and Recall (R) metric to measure the performance of the system in the presence of unknown movements. These metrics are computed based on
true positives (tp), false positives (fp) and false negatives
(fn) and are given by
P =

tp
tp + f p

(8)

R=

tp
tp + f n

(9)

Precision tells how well the system performs in the presence of false positives (due to unwanted actions), and is a
good measure to evaluate the action rejection performance.
Recall on the other hand tells how well the system recognizes known actions, and is a good measure to evaluate the

Table 2: Precision
Action
Lie-to-LieLeft (L2LLt)
LieLeft-to-Lie (LLt2L)
Lie-to-LieRight (L2LRt)
LieRight-to-Lie (LRt2L)
Lie-to-Sit (L2St)
Sit-to-Lie (St2L)
Sit-to-Stand (St2Snd)
Stand-to-Sit (Snd2St)
Lie (Lie)
LieLeft (LieLt)
LieRight (LieRt)
Sit (Sit)
Stand (Snd)
Known
Unknown (Bad)

Table 3: Recall

Without

With

rejection (%)

rejection (%)

83
95
91
94
72
75
20
28
100
100
100
100
100
73
NA

87
95
90
94
94
100
91
69
100
100
100
100
100
96
88

action recognition performance.
The threshold value used to validate an action was calculated as a constant factor (greater than one) times the
similarity score for the action. This factor was empirically
chosen so as to maintain a balance between the recognition
and detection accuracies. A smaller factor (closer to one)
will improve the detection accuracy, but at the cost of lower
recognition accuracy. A very high value for the factor (closer
to two) will increase the recognition accuracy, but at the cost
of lower detection accuracy.
Tables 2 and 3 give the performance metric of the system for detecting various actions described in Table 1. The
action Known represents the combined results of the valid
movements 1-13. The action Unknown represent the unwanted movements 21-27. We see that the precision of
known movements 1, 5, 6, 7 and 8 were greatly increased
by the introduction of rejection mechanism. This is because
the false positives due to unwanted movements were identified correctly and classified as unwanted movements. Also
we achieved a good accuracy of 93 percent in detecting unwanted movements. However, the recognition accuracy of
known movements reduced slightly, due to the misclassification of some valid movements as unwanted.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a mechanism to detect
unwanted actions in a continuous real-time HMM based action recognition system. Our approach allows early detection of unwanted actions, inducing no additional latency to
the system. We have achieved 93 percent accuracy in detecting unwanted movement while maintaining a recognition accuracy of 94 percent. We verified the real-time rejection mechanism in simulations done in MATLAB. The next
step is to incorporate this mechanism in our real-time action
recognition system. Also, this method was developed on the
inertial data of human activities. We use some properties of
the static postures to handle some special cases where the
likelihoods of unwanted patterns are higher. But, we expect
this technique to work well for a broad set of patterns obtained from different sensors, with or without minor tweaks.

Action
Lie-to-LieLeft (L2LLt)
LieLeft-to-Lie (LLt2L)
Lie-to-LieRight (L2LRt)
LieRight-to-Lie (LRt2L)
Lie-to-Sit (L2St)
Sit-to-Lie (St2L)
Sit-to-Stand (St2Snd)
Stand-to-Sit (Snd2St)
Lie (Lie)
LieLeft (LieLt)
LieRight (LieRt)
Sit (Sit)
Stand (Snd)
Known
Unknown (Bad)

7.

Without

With

rejection (%)

rejection (%)

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
97
81
90
96
92
95
0

100
90
95
100
100
93
100
100
97
81
90
96
92
94
93
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APPENDIX
A.

ACTION RECOGNITION PSEUDOCODE

Algorithm 1 Action recognition procedure
i n p u t : O b s e r v a t i o n a t c u r r e n t sample time
ouput : HMM and s t a t e o f c u r r e n t a c t i o n s
D e t e c t A c t i o n ( obs )
{
// hmm: c u r r e n t l y d e t e c t e d a c t i o n
// s t a t e : HMM s t a t e
// l e n : l e n g t h o f c u r r e n t a c t i o n
hmm, s t a t e , l e n = O n l i n e V i t e r b i ( obs ) ;
i f ( i s S t a t i c p o s t u r e (hmm) )
{
// r e s t a r t v a l i d a t i o n p r o c e s s
valid = 0
}
// v a l i d c n t : s a m p l e s f o r which c u r r e n t
//
decision is valid
i f ( v a l i d c n t <= 0 )
{
valid cnt = w
i f ( i s D y n a m i c p o s t u r e (hmm) and
( p r e v a c t i o n == Bad ) )
{
hmm = Bad
}
// w : l e n g t h o f window ( one se con d )
e l s e i f ( l e n >= w)
{
// n o r m a l i z e d p r o b a b i l i t y c a l c u l a t i o n
pn = l o g (P(O [ 1 : w ] , hmm) ) /w
//
//
//
if
{

S : S i m i l a r i t y score array
C: c o n s t a n t f a c t o r
t h r e s h o l d = a ∗ s {hmm]
( pn < C∗S [hmm] )

// unwanted a c t i o n
hmm = bad
}
}
else
{
// a c t i o n l e s s than one second , r e j e c t
valid = len
i f ( p r e v a c t i o n != hmm)
{
hmm = Bad
}
}
}
else
{
// k e e p t h e p r e v i o u s d e c i s i o n f o r
// ” v a l i d c n t ” s a m p l e s ( one seco nd )
valid = valid − 1
i f ( p r e v a c t i o n == Bad )
{
hmm = Bad
}
}
p r e v a c t i o n = hmm
return hmm, s t a t e
}

